
Public Amenities Buildings



Modus Australia & Terrain 

Group have partnered together 

as national suppliers of cost 

effective restroom and public 

toilet facilities, offering a 

range of Standard, Shelter 

and Multi Design Styles which 

integrate successfully to the 

surroundings 

 
Our unique modular made 
panel system is easily scalable to 
accommodate the required user 
capacity to suit your application.

Our expertise in the open space 
and public reserves for more than 
40 years allows us to work with you 
and provide the most cost effective, 
easily maintained toilet building to 
suit your budget. Our Team consists 
of management personal having 
qualifications in the metal and 
construction industries together with 
a supportive team of designers and 
engineers.

 

SIMPLE. 
Terrain Group takes all the work off-
site so that a functional public toilet 
building is up and running within 
days of being delivered, in a flat 
packed kit-form package. The quick 
and easy construction is achieved 
by prefabricating all the panels and 
columns fit seamlessly. This results 
in a cost effective solution when 
compared to the processes necessary 
to construct a conventional brick and 
tile building.

COMPLIANT. 
Terrain Group is dedicated to continue 
to remain a community provider of 
compliant facilities to encourage 
engagement in the community across 
all levels of mobility. We manufacture 
building solutions that meet strict 
compliance Access and Mobility 
AS1428.1, Changing Places Toilet 
systems and CPTED (Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design) 
guidelines.

NO TIMBER ... NO TERMITES. 
Whilst termites can bore through 
timber framework, they do not have 
an appetite for steel and aluminium 
structures!

PROUDLY 100% AUSTRALIAN. 
All materials are sourced and 
fabricated in Australia, and Terrain 
Group is 100% Australian owned and 
operated.

DURABLE. 
Our toilet buildings are constructed 
using a heavy steel structure and 
aluminium panels that are engineered 
to suit cyclonic regions and flood 
prone areas.

ADAPTABLE. 
Terrain Group provides a toilet 
building solution that can be adapted 
to provide a variety of services to 
the public. From a single to a large 
amenity building the layout can be 
adapted to include: showers, laundries, 
change rooms, shade areas, store/
service rooms in addition to disabled, 
ambulant, unisex and single sex public 
restroom facilities.



Our 
Features
 
All restrooms use heavy steel frames 
in a Hot-Dip Galvanised finish and are 
clad with Colorbond steel sheeting. 
External steelwork is top coated in a 
powdercoat finish with an option of 
epoxy two-pack coating for additional 
corrosion resistance. To withstand 
highly corrosive coastal environments, 
the sheeting can be upgraded to 
Colorbond Ultra.

Structurally engineered for the 
extreme, Modus Australia buildings 
have been proven in the cyclonic 
regions of Australia.

Access and Mobility Compliant  
Fully compliant for access by everyone

Simple To Install  
Ease of installation means no stress

Cost Effective  
Saving you money now and later

Heavy Duty 
Built for anywhere, built to last

Easy to Clean  
Low maintenance cuts ongoing costs

Safe and Reliable 
Safety first, always.



Our 
Services
Terrain Group are with you every 
step of the way, taking care of 
consultations & procurement, 
custom design & engineering, 
installation and even demolition of 
existing buildings if required.

We provide connection to mains 
sewer and water, and when there 
is no available sewage connection 
we can can work with you to 
develop a septic system that is 
manageable and provides the best 
solutions.

Because we are focused on 
providing the highest quality in 
every aspect to our clients, we 
have taken the initiative to become 
a Quality Management Systems 
certified company.

Installation

Custom Design & Engineering

Quality Ceritified

Demolition

Wastewater Systems

Consultation & Procurement



  Our 
Styles



Burton

 
The Burton Toilet 
Building delivers classic 
form with a gable roof 
and trimming, designed 
to fit well in traditional 
surroundings.



Yarra

 
The Yarra Toilet Building 
distinguishes itself from 
a standard toilet building 
with a distinctive skillion 
style roof line; a versatile 
design which intergrates 
seamlessly into any 
enviroment.



Capricorn

 
The Capricorn Toilet 
Building sets itself 
apart with a distinctive 
concave curved roof line 
and architectural rolled 
steelwork, designed to 
make a bold statement 
in any enviroment.



Incube

 
The InCube is a premium 
quality, modular restroom 
building which uses 
the standard Modus 
floor-plans. Like all 
buildings available, the 
InCube can be adapted 
to suit a clients project 
requirements. The internal 
fixtures and external 
panels represented are 
standard, however if you 
have a unique design idea 
in mind, we are happy 
to design around your 
specifications.

Available as standard, in 
1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 cubicle 
configurations as well as 
custom designs to suit 
specific requirements.



Atlantis

 
The Atlantis Building 
conveniently incorporates 
a toilet and shade shelter 
and its contemporary 
design style compliments 
a wide rage of 
enviroments.



Olympus

 
The Olympus Building 
combines a toilet 
and shade shelter 
area suited to a wide 
rage of applications, 
conventional styling and 
classic gable roof.



Byron

 
The Byron multi-purpose 
building is very popular 
due to its traditional looks 
integrating well with the 
architecture in many 
regions around Australia.



Noosa

 
Stylish, robust and 
easy to clean. The 
Noosa Toilet Building 
distinguishes itself with 
distinctive opposing 
skillion style roof shapes.



Whitehaven

 
The Whitehaven is 
designed principally for 
beach and foreshore 
applications. Its unique 
flared roof and central 
gutter works well for 
water catchment.



Richmond

 
The Richmond building 
showcases one of our 
first curved roof style 
buildings allowing our 
clientele to match in 
with structures and 
architecture with this 
distinct roof line.



Changing  
Places

 
Changing places restrooms offer a 
clean private facility for people living 
with a severe disability, providing 
convenient access to assisting 
equipment and additional space 
to manage their personal needs. It 
is important to note that changing 
places differ from Universal Access 
or standard accessible restroom 
amenities and do not replace 
existing facilities.

People living with a severe disability 
have a very limited lifestyle due to 
the level of care required. Currently, 
most public places have no suitable 
facilities to provide adequate care.

The Changing Places project 
addresses this need, ensuring no 
member of the community has 
to choose between dignity and 
freedom. With the changing places 
initiative people with disability will 
be able to experience locations that 
currently are not accessible to them. 
A luxury, that able bodied Australians 
take for granted.

Transforming Lives



Custom 
Made 
Buildings

 
Terrain Group 
specialise in the design, 
manufacture and supply 
of quality custom pieces.
Our bespoke design 
consultancy department 
means we can tailor 
products to suit your 
requirements, modifying 
existing products with 
tailored parts or a 
complete customised 
solution, from the 
ground up, built to your 
specifications. 

This image features 
the Yarra building with 
modwood exterior 
cladding, screen and 
door decals.



Designing 
your public 
amenties 
building

Terrain Group is 
committed to assisting 
you with the best possible 
style and solution for 
your site.

We provide a toilet 
building solution that can 
be adapted to service 
a variety of uses. From 
a single toilet to a large 
amenity building, the 
layout can be adapted 
to include: showers, 
laundries, change rooms, 
shade areas, store/
service rooms, in addition 
to disabled, ambulant, 
unisex and single sex 
public restroom facilities.



What do our 
clients say  
about us?

“I was satisfied with all 
aspects of the building 
process from start to finish 
and, the service we received 
from Terrain Group was 
timely and professional.”

Terrain Group personnel worked 

closely with the Rural City of Murray 

Bridge to deliver the construction 

and installation of two new modern 

public toilet facilities. The restroom 

at Adelaide Road Linear Park, Murray 

Bridge, compliments the newly 

upgraded linear parklands.

The new facility at Stone Wall Park, 

next to the Wellington Ferry, also 

features an Ezy Dump station which 

has proved popular for travellers with 

Recreational Vehicles and caravans. 

Any challenges that arose during 

project implementation were dealt 

with efficiently and effectively by the 

Terrain Group. 

Heather Barclay,  
Rural City of Murray Bridge

I’ve, over the years, in my previous 

life, dealt with many companies, and 

I know when I see good customer 

service. And [Terrain] know actually 

how to service clients very, very well! 

Hassle free installation.

Rob Harding, Secretary 
Rotary Club of Somerton Park

I was satisfied with all aspects of 

the building process from start to 

finish and, the service we received 

from Terrain Group was timely 

and professional. They were easily 

contactable throughout the project 

and when issues come up they 

provided the right advice for quick 

rectification. Their public toilets 

and shelters are good quality and 

aesthetically pleasing on our reserves.

Martin Zunic, 
City of Tea Tree Gully



Terrain Group
4 Selgar Avenue, Tonsley SA 5042
PO BOX 111, Melrose Park, 5039
Freecall 1800 335 112
Email sales@terraingroup.com.au
www.terraingroup.com.au


